Pentecost
(From: Abd-ru-shin’s “Last Lectures to the Public”)

Pentecost is *the* Light fulfillment every earth year that bestows new energy streams to Creation so that it may be maintained as well as expand and penetrate ever more completely new distances thus forming through motion and warming. To this end man must form a link in the long chain which enables processes of radiation into far distances.

Up until now humanity completely failed in this task and prevented not only the expansion of all Creations but even poisoned what existed by permeating it with all manner of destructive chaos.

This will soon change in the activity of the Creation Laws through the thorough cleansing of anything that obstructs upbuilding.

Through the right radiation of all human spirits there will then not only be Light-oriented beauty of all that exists, but also continual building and expansion of the boundaries of all Creations, which will never end if everything that is created will swing in the harmony of the Will of God. Then the eternal and joyful activity of the blessed human spirits can begin which will be eternal, i.e. without an end.

The Son of God Jesus came to Earth in order to open Paradise also to mankind. Until then Paradise had been closed to the Developed Ones due to their lack of recognition of higher knowledge necessary for abiding in Paradise.

Only *with this knowledge* were they, even as Developed Ones, able to attain to eternity in Light-willed activity. However, through the guilt of murdering the Bringer of Mercy, the door to Paradise, after being about to open, fell shut again to humanity thus withdrawing from them any claim to eternal life.

The longing for the Light, however, which remained in a few human spirits, upheld threads that are able to make possible a repeated salvation one more time through the Word during the time of the Holy Judgment for *those* human beings who open themselves to the Word through suffering, which must come as a result of the reciprocal effects of all happenings on earth.

So as not to have the last period of Grace pass by unused it is the sacred duty of womanhood to strive to return to their actual task with all their intuitive capacity
which they were endowed with primarily for the purpose of acting on earth as guardians of the flame of purest longing for the Light! The longing for the Light is the channel for all help, for all powers which stream from the Light to mankind on earth.

Where there is no longing for the Light, there any path to receiving Divine Grace, thus also to life, is buried. Therefore, gird yourselves now, you women and you girls, become priestesses of the Holy Flame of longing for the Light so that the soil will be well prepared for the reception of the Word from God Himself which alone can bring salvation to all who are bound up in erroneous dogma and whose spirits are heavily enchained.

Longing for the Light! How often do people speak about longing without knowing what longing really is, what it is meant to tell you, what it is to bring you.

The human spirit should know only one longing as there really is only one longing. This is the longing for the Light which rests in the spirit. The wrong path of humanity on earth, however, buried it under piles of slag in order to smother the longing which threatens to become inconvenient in their proclivity for earthly recognition, lust for power and earthly pleasures.

Thus the conception of this lofty word “longing” also became completely distorted and corrupted, profaned into basest earthly thinking and thus desecrated.

Men on earth often speak of different kinds of longings so that in these very differences one should very easily recognize the lack of uniformity which is essential to a real concept.

Confusion and arbitrariness are clearly evident as is the lack of any kind of understanding. There is longing for one’s earthly home, longing for persons, for a woman or man, longing for wealth, for physical pleasures, sometimes for rest and relaxation, for entertainment and pleasures of all kinds. In short, the earthly expression “longing” is used for the earthly desire for many a thing.

Although such longings can very often lead to illness or even death, others to the commitment of crimes, no one realizes that something must be amiss here since
everything that swings in the Will of God can only lead upward and will always be a blessing. On the other hand, what human lips pronounce as longings has only evil side effects; they lead downward instead of upward, oppress instead of uplift, weaken, make joyless and glum, malcontent.

Anyone must see that something is wrong here. And it is.

Longing in its present conception is nothing but the result of unfulfilled desires. It is the abnormal growth of purely earthly thought processes the fulfillment of which most often brings disappointment as soon as the initial euphoria has passed.

How often does a man long for the place of his birth from which he moved away as a child or young adult. Then, when he manages to return to the place of his longing, in most cases his heart aches for nothing is as he had thought it was when he was far away. Reality shows a picture that is quite different from the picture of his dreams filled with longing.

This is how it is everywhere. The unrealized image of longing, when fulfilled, will often quickly turn to grey reality which bears disappointment.

Since long ago, this word in its distorted orientation toward the earthly has become a caricature of its true meaning.

Put yourselves in the position of one filled with such longing. From his respective situation a desire arises for something which at the time he does not possess or cannot fulfill for himself.

In his discontent with the present he now indulges such a desire, be it simply by abandoning himself to a nice dream in his free time, or as a sedative or by indulging in imagined make-believe pleasures which are still unattainable, or so as to calm his anger and discontent.

Frivolous thought processes of this kind, at first merely time-filling entertainment, will then find ever more reinforcement through straying homogeneous species and will eventually connect with collective centers of similar thought forms thus receiving influx of unimagined kinds.
Such desires are almost always merely for the fulfillment of quite personal desires of a purely earthly nature. They include, of course, the well-known homesickness! It is basically nothing but egoism, but in a form capable of feigning more noble sentiments. It is completely wrong, however, to present such weaknesses as greatness or extol them as being noble love. It is lack of self-discipline, weakness in letting oneself go.

Attraction of homogeneous species causes similar forms to assault the one harboring such desires and awakens in him a burning desire which takes on ever denser, more solid form and develops into an obsessive longing to obtain a respective fulfillment.

The burning desire, the obsessive longing consumes physical as well as spiritual strength leading to illness or reckless deeds. This is the result of longing obsession which leads downward toward what is earthly.

The true meaning of this now so distorted word is seeking with longing for the Light, for the Truth, the quality of which is able to lift up the spirit and never leads it downward. It forms a duct by which the blessings of the Light can stream into such a human spirit in order to strengthen him and make him joyful for the transformation on the earth!

And for those people who carry within them the longing to seek for the Light and the Truth and who thus shine like torches in the depths of this earth, for them is granted Pentecost with the energy renewal from Luminous Heights. Only to those people alone; for others are unable to partake since they are not open to it.

He who wishes to truly experience Pentecost, the renewal of energy streams from the Light, must carry within himself the longing for the Light and the Truth undimmed. It is the only way for him to open himself to the stream of Divine Grace!

Throw off all other longing that is directed toward the earthly and you will receive from out of the Light more than you could possibly desire, even desirable things of earthly nature.
If you do not wish for anything, you will be given! As soon as you offer yourselves to the Light with all your volition, all your being, only then will you be opened to the Holiest Power which pours into all Creations.